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Just as knowledge can be more or less accurate as a function 
of its correspondence to reality, so can confidence be more or 
less accurate as a function of its correspondence to the accu-

racy of knowledge. For example, rejecting the statement that natural 
variation in sunbeams is the main driver of climate change shows 
accurate knowledge, but being uncertain about this rejection shows 
inaccurate confidence. Accepting the statement that greenhouse 
gas emissions are a main driver of climate change shows accurate 
knowledge, and being certain about this acceptance also shows 
accurate confidence. Accurate confidence is related to making 
appropriate decisions in areas of high uncertainty such as manage-
rial1, medical2 or political3 decision-making. Research in the area 
of climate change, however, has almost exclusively dealt with the 
accuracy of the climate change knowledge of citizens4, whereas the 
accuracy of the confidence is largely unknown. Previous research 
has shown that knowledge and confidence are positively correlated5. 
One might thus infer that citizens are able to estimate what and how 
much they know about climate change. However, correlation is only 
an insufficient measure of confidence accuracy because perfect cali-
bration is compatible with both high and low correlations6; and a 
single correlation coefficient cannot differentiate between the three 
facets of confidence accuracy, calibration, bias and sensitivity.

Citizens’ accuracy of confidence is relevant for three reasons. 
First, confidence in knowledge can affect decision-making7,8. For 
example, both biased and less sensitive confidence have been identi-
fied as causes of diagnostic error. Physicians who are overconfident 
about the accuracy of their diagnosis tend to prematurely narrow 
down the choice of diagnostic hypotheses2 and are less likely to seek 
out additional information that would increase their chance to cor-
rect their diagnosis8, and less sensitive diagnostic confidence pre-
dicts less optimal medical decisions9.

Second, citizens are often faced with the challenge of verifying 
the claims of climate change statements of unknown veracity. This 
is because scientifically valid climate change information10 exists 
alongside considerable misinformation, including outright disin-
formation campaigns11, and because the amount of ‘nonsense’ to 
be found on the Internet on topics such as climate change appears 

to be increasing12. We therefore wondered to what degree of accu-
racy of confidence citizens reject or accept statements about climate 
change. On the one hand, confidence in the veracity of one’s beliefs 
may become better calibrated with feedback13. Therefore, confi-
dence in climate change knowledge could be well-calibrated as citi-
zens receive sufficient feedback from media sources to adjust their 
confidence. On the other hand, polarized or complex media cover-
age may foster miscalibration by facilitating natural tendencies to 
selectively seek out belief-confirming evidence14,15.

Third, determining citizens’ confidence accuracy allows us to 
assess the extent to which citizens can determine the limits of their 
knowledge. Typical climate change knowledge tests cannot answer 
this question, even though they do offer an ‘I do not know’ option4. 
As this option precludes any further knowledge assessment, we 
cannot assess what citizens would have known. Furthermore, the 
binary classification of an ‘I do not know’ option does not allow 
for a rich metacognitive assessment. We use a graded assessment of 
confidence that is logically independent from the knowledge assess-
ment and enables the estimation of the extent to which citizens’ 
demarcation line between knowledge and guessing can be trusted.

Here we deliver an estimate of the accuracy of citizens’ confidence 
in their verifications of a series of true and false statements about cli-
mate change. The accuracy of citizens’ confidence in climate change 
knowledge was estimated in a nationally balanced quota sample 
of German citizens (n = 509). The sample was nationally balanced 
in terms of gender, age and geographical distribution. Participants 
verified a total of eight statements about climate change (four true 
and four false), and indicated their confidence in each verifica-
tion. Statements were taken from previous research5 and covered 
the knowledge domains causes, state and consequences of climate 
change (Table 1). Each statement was introduced with ‘Science says 
that…’. Participants answered, ‘Yes, science says that’ or ‘No, science 
does not say that’, and indicated their confidence in their response 
by answering the question ‘How certain are you that your answer is 
correct?’ (six-point scale, ranging from 50%, ‘Not at all certain, I was 
guessing’, to 100%, ‘Certain, I know the answer’). Citizens’ accuracy 
of confidence in their climate change knowledge was compared with 
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two benchmarks: the accuracy of confidence in general physical and 
biological sciences in a second sample of German citizens (n = 588), 
and the accuracy of confidence in climate change knowledge in a 
sample of scientists working in climate change research (n = 207). 
Science knowledge represents a revealing comparison, because it 
demonstrates the level of accuracy of confidence that can be achieved 
by citizens in a similar domain (factual scientific knowledge) that 
is unrelated to climate change. Scientists represent an informative 
comparison group, because they demonstrate the level of accuracy 
of confidence that can be reached through regular exposure to scien-
tifically valid information and should therefore show comparatively 
low signs of metacognitive confusion about true and false statements.

Accuracy of knowledge
We used two different kinds of scoring of the knowledge statements. 
We used both the typically used 1-0-0 scoring, which treats guessed 
responses as incorrect (irrespective of their actual accuracy4), and 
the number-right scoring, which adds up all correct responses (irre-
spective of whether they were guessed). Guessed responses were 
those responses for which participants chose the lowest confidence 
category (‘50%, I was guessing’). Out of eight climate change state-
ments, citizens correctly verified an average of 4.8 (60%, number-
right scoring; 1-0-0 scoring, 3.7 and 46%), compared to 6.9 for 
scientists (86%, number-right scoring; 1-0-0 scoring, 6.6 and 82%) 
and compared to 6.2 out of 9 science statements (69%, number-
right scoring; 1-0-0 scoring, 5.4 and 60%).

The accuracy of climate change knowledge of citizens was lower 
(mean M = 0.46, 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.44–0.48) than the 
accuracy of scientists (M = 0.82, 95% CI = 0.80–0.84; F1,714 = 458, 
P < 0.001, generalized η2 = 0.27), and was generally lower for false 
statements (M = 0.45, 95% CI = 0.43–0.47) compared to true state-
ments (M = 0.67, 95% CI = 0.65–0.70; F1,714 = 156, P < 0.001, gen-
eralized η2 = 0.09). However, for citizens, the difference in accuracy 
between true and false statements was considerably larger than for 
scientists (citizens, M = 0.60, 95% CI = 0.57–0.63 and M = 0.31, 
95% CI = 0.29–0.34; scientists, M = 0.86, 95% CI = 0.83–0.88 and 
M = 0.79, 95% CI = 0.75–0.82; for true and false statements, respec-
tively, F1,714 = 54.3, P < 0.001, generalized η2 = 0.03). This indicates 

that citizens were not only less accurate in general, but also had 
relatively large difficulties in identifying false climate change state-
ments as false compared to scientists. (The results here refer to the 
1-0-0 scoring method, as this provides the most reliable assessment 
of climate change knowledge (see Methods and Supplementary  
Table 1), although the results hold for number-right scoring as well 
(see Supplementary Note 1).

Absolute accuracy of confidence
Accuracy of confidence was determined using two different types 
of indicators: absolute and relative. Absolute accuracy determines 
how much we can trust citizens’ confidence judgements as indica-
tors of climate change knowledge, which also depends on the accu-
racy of their climate change knowledge; relative accuracy factors 
out the influence of knowledge by determining the accuracy of con-
fidence relative to a given level of knowledge. Relative confidence 
accuracy can therefore be optimal even if the knowledge is not 
optimal, namely when individuals know the limits of their knowl-
edge. Absolute confidence accuracy is determined by calibration 
(C-index) and bias (OU-index). The C-index measures how well 
confidence in knowledge aligns with the accuracy of knowledge: a 
person shows optimal calibration when for statements verified with 
100% accuracy, confidence is 100%, for statements verified with 
90% accuracy, confidence is 90%, and so on. Confidence is biased to 
the extent that it over- or underestimates knowledge. Relative con-
fidence accuracy is determined by the sensitivity (Mratio). The Mratio 
captures how well confidence judgements discriminate between 
what someone knows and does not know, controlling for the accu-
racy of knowledge. Thus, if citizens possess insight into their climate 
change knowledge, their confidence judgements should discrimi-
nate between correct and incorrect verifications.

Calibration. In line with previous results, citizens appeared well-
calibrated in that average confidence correlated positively with total 
accuracy of climate change knowledge (r507 = 0.19, P < 0.001; scien-
tists, r205 = 0.27, P < 0.001).

However, the association between total confidence and total 
accuracy was lower for citizens’ climate change knowledge compared 

Table 1 | Percentage correct and confidence in judgements for the true/false statements

Knowledge 
domain

Statement (true/false) Percentage correct verifications for 
citizens (scientists)

Confidence judgement of 
citizens (scientists)

State (1) The global average temperature in the air has increased approx. 
3.1 °C in the past 100 years. (False)

32.6% (82%) M = 0.71, s.d. = 0.16
(M = 0.88, s.d. = 0.15)

(7) The 1990s was the warmest decade during the past 100 years. 
(False)

54.4% (65%) M = 0.67, s.d. = 0.17
(M = 0.85, s.d. = 0.14)

(2) The global change in temperature in the past 100 years is the 
largest during the past 1,000 years. (True)

62.1% (88%) M = 0.71, s.d. = 0.17
(M = 0.89, s.d. = 0.12)

Causes (8) Climate change is mainly caused by a natural variation in 
sunbeam and volcanic eruption. (False)

80% (97%) M = 0.74, s.d. = 0.18
(M = 0.96, s.d. = 0.10)

(3) Carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere has increased 
more than 30% during the past 250 years. (True)

70.5% (94%) M = 0.69, s.d. = 0.17
(M = 0.92, s.d. = 0.12)

(4) The increase of greenhouse gases is mainly caused by human 
activities. (True)

84.1% (99%) M = 0.78, s.d. = 0.16
(M = 0.98, s.d. = 0.05)

Consequences (9) The blanket of snow in the Northern Hemisphere has decreased 
approximately 10% since the 1960s. (True)

77% (80%) M = 0.72, s.d. = 0.17
(M = 0.72, s.d. = 0.16)

(6) An increasing amount of greenhouse gases increases the risk of 
more UV-radiation and therefore a larger risk of skin cancer. (False)

24.2% (81%) M = 0.75, s.d. = 0.18
(M = 0.83, s.d. = 0.16)

(5) In 100 years from now, sea level will rise approximately one 
metre.a

− −

Statements are numbered according to question number. Percentage correct refers to number-right scoring. Numbers in brackets indicate values for scientists. aStatement was not included in the analyses 
as its veracity can be considered unclear with respect to the 2014 IPCC report.
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to science knowledge (r586 = 0.46, P < 0.001, z = 5.02, P < 0.001). 
Moreover, other indicators also delivered a more nuanced picture 
than the association for climate change knowledge did.

Calibration plots in which the proportion correct is shown for 
each confidence level are provided in Fig. 1. For true climate change 
statements, citizens’ confidence was well-calibrated; we found that 
mean confidence judgements were roughly in line with accuracy, 
and the calibration curve followed a linearly increasing trend. 
However, for false climate change statements, a different pattern 
emerged; we found that confidence and accuracy were detached. 
This is in contrast to the calibration of citizens’ confidence for sci-
ence knowledge, as well as the calibration of scientists’ confidence 
for climate change knowledge, for which we found that the false 
statements followed optimal calibration more closely.

When comparing C-indices for climate change statements, results 
showed that calibrations were generally better for true (M = 0.1, 95% 
CI = 0.10–0.11) than for false statements (M = 0.22, 95% CI = 0.21–
0.24; F1,714 = 104.2, P < 0.001, generalized η2 = 0.08), and scientists 
(M = 0.09, 95% CI = 0.08–1.0) were better calibrated compared to 
citizens (M = 0.20, 95% CI = 0.19–0.21; F1,714 = 225.0, P < 0.001, gen-
eralized η2 = 0.12). However, the calibration disadvantage for false 
statements was particularly large for citizens (citizens, M = 0.13, 
95% CI = 0.12–0.14 and M = 0.27, 95% CI = 0.26–0.29; scientists, 
M = 0.07, 95% CI = 0.06–0.07 and M = 0.11, 95% CI = 0.09–0.13; for 
true and false statements, respectively; F1,714 = 32.7, P < 0.001, gen-
eralized η2 = 0.03).

Bias. For the true climate change statements, citizens’ bias 
was rather low, and citizens were underconfident by tendency 
(M = −0.007, 95% CI = −0.03–0.016; scientists, M = −0.028, 95% 
CI = −0.05 to −0.007). By contrast, for the false climate change 
statements, citizens were mostly overconfident in absolute terms 
(M = 0.24, 95% CI = 0.21–0.26) and considerably more biased 
than scientists (M = 0.07, 95% CI = 0.04–0.10). Citizens tended 
to be underconfident for two climate change judgements, which 
consisted of true statements that were evaluated with 70% confi-
dence (95% CI of accuracy = 0.71–0.82) and false statements that 
were verified with 50% confidence, which were in fact verified 
with above-chance accuracy (95% CI of accuracy = 0.57–0.67). 
For the science knowledge statements, a typical calibration pat-
tern appeared in that citizens were overconfident across nearly the 

entire confidence spectrum, except for statements that were veri-
fied with very low confidence.

relative accuracy of confidence
Figure 2 shows the distributions of confidence judgements for cor-
rect and incorrect verifications. Our results suggest that the distri-
butions for citizens’ confidence in climate change knowledge are 
relatively flat compared to citizens’ science knowledge and scien-
tists’ climate change knowledge.

Relative confidence sensitivity was Mratio = 0.47, 95% CI 0.38, 
0.64 for citizens’ climate change knowledge. Thus, citizens’ rela-
tive confidence sensitivity was only around 50% of what it could 
be based on their knowledge sensitivity. For science knowledge, 
citizens achieved a relative confidence sensitivity of M = 0.99, 95% 
CI = 0.88–1.16, and scientists achieved an Mratio of M = 1.00, 95% 
CI = 0.89–1.14 for climate change knowledge. Please note that 
owing to the hierarchical Bayesian estimation procedure used, val-
ues of the Mratio are likely to constitute an overestimation by ten-
dency, particularly for climate change knowledge in scientists and 
science knowledge in citizens (see Methods for details).

Taken together, citizens’ confidence judgements discriminated 
considerably less between correct and incorrect verifications than 
what could be expected based on their climate change knowledge. 
Specifically, their confidence sensitivity was only around half of 
their knowledge sensitivity (Fig. 3).

Discussion
Here we provide an assessment of the absolute and relative accuracy 
of German citizens’ confidence in their climate change knowledge. 
Accuracy of confidence is of particular importance in the area of cli-
mate change, where scientifically correct information exists along-
side substantial misinformation in the public discourse16. As two 
benchmark comparisons, accuracy of confidence was estimated for 
science knowledge in citizens, and for climate change knowledge in 
climate scientists.

With regard to absolute confidence accuracy, citizens were remark-
ably well-calibrated when verifying true statements, as indicated by 
a calibration curve that roughly followed a linearly increasing trend 
close to optimal calibration. This suggests that for true statements, 
citizens could reliably indicate their varying degree of knowledge, 
and citizens’ confidence tended to be justified by their accuracy. Such 
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Fig. 1 | Calibration curves for confidence judgements. a–c, Mean proportion of correct verifications for each confidence level for true and false statements 
about climate change for citizens (a; n = 509), climate change for scientists (b; n = 207) and general science for citizens (c; n = 588). Blue lines denote the 
optimal calibration. The shaded grey areas show 95% confidence bands.
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high absolute confidence accuracy shows that German citizens’ con-
fidence judgements are informative for accuracy and can in general 
be trusted. However, for the false statements, citizens appeared to 
have no insight into the fact that they did not know, as indicated by a 
calibration curve that was practically detached from their accuracy. 
Even for statements that citizens evaluated with 100% confidence, 
accuracy was only at guessing rate, compared to approximately 70% 
for citizens’ general science knowledge and over 90% for scientists’ 
climate change knowledge. Note that these results hold for citizens 

as a group, and also reflect the generally lower accuracy of false com-
pared to true climate change statements.

Relative confidence accuracy allows us to quantify the lack of 
accuracy in confidence in citizens that cannot be explained by a lack 
of climate change knowledge. With a relative confidence sensitivity 
of Mratio = 0.47, citizens’ confidence sensitivity was only around 50% 
of their knowledge sensitivity. In other words, citizens’ confidence 
sensitivity was around half of what it could be based on their climate 
change knowledge. Citizens’ confidence judgements thus reflected an 
unnecessarily blurry line between correct and incorrect verifications.

Moreover, citizens’ relative confidence accuracy of their climate 
change knowledge was lower than that of the scientists and than the 
relative confidence accuracy of citizens’ general science knowledge, 
both of which were high. High values of Mratio suggest that partici-
pants could use the information that was available for the knowl-
edge task when estimating their confidence17.

Concerning the question of whether citizens could reliably 
indicate when they were guessing about the veracity of climate 
change statements, citizens responded with an average accuracy 
that was clearly above guessing rate for what they perceived to 
be ‘guessed’ responses to false climate change (as well as science) 
statements. It is considered an indication of unconscious knowl-
edge when people perform above chance levels, but claim to be 
guessing18. This could indicate that at least some citizens possess 
partial knowledge allowing them to recognize false claims as false 
that they are either not consciously aware of or of which they 
consciously underestimate the accuracy. By contrast, for the true 
statements citizens were well-calibrated in the lowest confidence 
category. That is, when citizens answered they were ‘just guessing’, 
in these cases, typically they really were.
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Even though at least for true statements, guessed responses did 
score at chance levels, the reverse is not true: just because solu-
tion rates were at chance level for some statements does not mean 
that responses were blindly guessed. Rather, average solution rates 
around, or below, the guessing rate can also occur when incorrect 
verifications are judged to be accurate with high confidence. Indeed, 
some false statements were accepted as true with high confidence by 
citizens, such as the statements that confuse climate change and UV 
radiation, or that assume an average warming of 3.1 °C over the past 
100 years, even though there is widespread discussion on limiting 
global warming to 2 °C or 1.5 °C. This may potentially reflect what 
has been termed the ‘truthiness’ of a statement, the feeling or intu-
ition that a statement is true, irrespective of evidence.

It is furthermore interesting to see for which statements citizens 
tended to underestimate their accuracy. Among statements with 
positive item-based bias (accuracy minus confidence) were ‘The 
increase of greenhouse gases is mainly caused by human activities’ 
(true) and ‘Climate change is mainly caused by a natural variation in 
sunbeam and volcanic eruption’ (false). For these statements, citizens 
appeared more doubtful of their climate change knowledge than war-
ranted, indicating distrusted knowledge. Distrusted knowledge may 
have detrimental consequences, because only if one has sufficient 
confidence in knowledge to actually use it does one truly possess that 
knowledge (a similar argument is provided in a previous study19).

It is important to note that owing to the limited number of cli-
mate change statements, the present results do not necessarily gen-
eralize to all possible climate change statements. Rather, accuracy 
of confidence could prove different for other knowledge domains 
(for example, action-related knowledge) or other statements per 
knowledge domain. This is particularly so given that the statements 
were carefully selected for theoretical reasons: while the deliberate 
selection of statements ensures their relevance, random sampling 
of statements could lead to more accurate confidence20. Given the 
association between absolute accuracy of confidence and accuracy 
of knowledge, calibration and bias in particular could, as a con-
sequence, also prove to be different for other levels of difficulty. 
Another important limitation is that the results refer to German 
citizens and cannot necessarily be generalized to citizens from 
other countries, where climate change knowledge, education levels 
and media coverage on climate change are likely to be different.

Previous research has demonstrated that accuracy of confidence 
can predict decision-making, above and beyond the accuracy of 
knowledge7,21. It was also found that—as long as no direct evidence 
on others’ accuracy exists—people tend to rely on more confident 
informants22. Both the confidence of the individual and others can 
therefore be relevant to the decision. Although the present results 
are limited with respect to the number and type of the selected cli-
mate change statements, these results hence suggest that although 
citizens’ confidence tends to be well-calibrated for true statements 
and can generally be trusted, citizens may also be led astray by 
incorrect confidence in false statements.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting 
summaries, source data, statements of code and data availability and 
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methods
Participants. The national German sample evaluated for accuracy of confidence 
in climate change knowledge. Citizens were recruited through the online polling 
company YouGov. Data were collected in January 2017. The sample (n = 509) was 
a nationally balanced quota sample with respect to gender, age and geographical 
distribution. Specifically, 267 citizens (53%) were female, the mean age was 
M = 48.5 years (range = 18–88 years) and the distribution of the number of 
participants from German federal states was proportional to state size. In total, 
72 (14%) individuals held the lowest German school-leaving exam certificates 
(Hauptschule), 198 (39%) individuals held middle German school-leaving exam 
certificates (Realschule), 103 (20%) individuals held the highest German school-
leaving exam certificates (Abitur), 35 (7%) individuals held a Bachelor degree, 
67 (13%) individuals held a Master’s degree and 5 (1%) individuals held a PhD, 
a further 20 (4%) individuals indicated ‘other’ and 9 (2%) did not indicate their 
education. The sample’s distributions of political orientation and climate change 
beliefs are displayed in Supplementary Fig. 1.

The scientist sample evaluated for accuracy of confidence in climate change 
knowledge. Scientists were recruited through the German Climate Consortium, 
which distributed the survey invitation together with information about the 
study among their member organizations. Between June and July 2018, a total 
of n = 449 scientists entered the survey, of which n = 207 completed the survey, 
yielding a completion rate of 46%. Only complete surveys were included 
in the study. Of the scientists, 69 were female (33%), and the mean age was 
M = 38.7 years (range = 21–78 years). Scientists came from a range of different 
backgrounds, such as aerosol physics, atmospheric physics, biology, chemistry, 
climate research, geoscience, linguistics, mathematics, meteorology, oceanography, 
palaeoceanography, physics, polar science and sociology, and worked for several 
organizations; the largest groups were from one of three Max Planck Institutes 
of Biogeochemistry, Chemistry or Meteorology, the Alfred Wegener Institute 
Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, and the Institute of Meteorology 
and Climate Research at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.

The national German sample evaluated for accuracy of confidence in science 
knowledge. German citizens were recruited through the online polling company 
YouGov. Data were collected in December 2018. For comparability with the 
climate change study, the sample (n = 588) was again a nationally balanced 
quota sample with respect to gender, age and geographical distribution. 
Specifically, 319 citizens (54%) were female, the mean age was M = 49.6 years 
(range = 18–88 years) and the distribution of the number of participants 
from German federal states was proportional to state size. In total, 93 (16%) 
individuals held the lowest German school-leaving exam certificates, 216 (37%) 
individuals held middle German school-leaving exam certificates, 132 (22%) 
individuals held the highest German school leaving exam, 43 (7%) individuals 
held a Bachelor degree, 61 (10%) indivuals held a Master’s degree and 8 (1%) 
individuals held a PhD, a further 22 (4%) individuals indicated ‘other’ and 13 
(2%) did not indicate their education.

The material used in this study was approved by the Institutional Review Board 
of the University of Heidelberg. Participants were informed about the purpose of 
the study, its length and the anonymity of the data collection before taking part in 
the survey (scientist sample) or provided informed consent during the registration 
process at YouGov (citizen samples).

Materials. Climate change knowledge. Participants judged the veracity of a total 
of eight true/false statements about climate change. Statements were taken from 
previous research5 and covered the domains causes, state and consequences of 
climate change. Statements were chosen to reflect a balance of true/false statements 
across the three domains, and for relevance of their content. That is, statements 
were selected not to reflect minor details about climate change. Each statement was 
introduced with ‘Science says that…’ (for which the responses were ‘yes, science 
says that’ or ‘no, science does not say that’ for the citizen sample; or ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for 
the scientist sample). Items were carefully selected to ensure that the wording of 
the item did not indicate the veracity of the statement and such that there was no 
pattern in the order of true and false statements.

‘I do not know’ was not included as an option. This was done to assess 
metacognitive confidence in knowledge using a full-range scale (as opposed to a 
binary classification) that is, in addition, logically independent from the assessment 
of knowledge and therefore does not exclude the assessment of (partial) knowledge. 
Furthermore, people have been shown to be differentially adverse to answering ‘I 
do not know’ compared to guessing an answer due to differences in risk aversion, 
which has been shown to introduce systematic bias in that individuals or groups 
who tend to skip more questions achieve lower scores23.

Science knowledge. Participants judged the veracity of a total of nine true/false 
statements about biological and physical sciences. Statements were taken from 
the factual knowledge questions of the National Science Foundation published 
in the National Science Board’s Science and Engineering Indicators24. To achieve 
structural comparability (statements that can be answered with yes/no) with the 
climate change knowledge items, the question ‘Does the Earth go around the Sun 

or does the Sun go around the Earth?’ was changed to ‘The Sun goes around  
the Earth.’

The following questions were included. ‘The center of the Earth is very hot’ 
(true); ‘The continents on which we live have been moving for millions of years 
and will continue to move in the future’ (true); ‘The Sun goes around the Earth’ 
(false); ‘All radioactivity is man-made’ (false); ‘Electrons are smaller than atoms’ 
(true); ‘Lasers work by focusing sound waves’ (false); ‘It is the father’s gene that 
decides whether the baby is a boy or a girl’ (true); ‘Antibiotics kill viruses as well as 
bacteria’ (false); ‘The Universe began with a huge explosion’ (true).

Confidence. After answering each knowledge question, participants were asked: 
‘How certain are you that your answer is correct?’ (50%, not at all certain, I was 
guessing; 100%, certain, I know the answer). A half-range confidence scale (50–
100%) as opposed to a full-range scale (0–100%) was used because this was shown 
to yield better-calibrated confidence judgements25.

Prior beliefs. Participants indicated their prior beliefs about climate change 
by responding to the question ‘How much do you agree with the following 
statements?’ (for which the responses were scaled from 1 (not agree at all) to 5 
(totally agree)): (1) ‘Climate change is mostly caused by humans’ and (2) ‘Climate 
change is risky’.

Political orientation. Participants indicated their general political orientation on a 
nine-point scale (ranging from 1 (left) to 9 (right)).

Procedure. The studies were conducted online. The procedure was identical 
for all three studies, except that for the German citizen samples, the survey was 
conducted in German, whereas for the scientist sample, the survey was conducted 
in English; and for the scientist sample we added: ‘With ‘science’ and ‘scientific 
consensus’ we always mean the latest IPCC report. It is important that you do not 
look up the answers’. At the end of the survey, scientists were asked to confirm: ‘I 
confirm that I did not look up the answers in the IPCC reports (yes/no)’. Other 
small changes are included in square brackets below.

Questions were asked in the following order: political view [only citizen 
sample], prior beliefs, knowledge and confidence, demographics (education, 
profession, [for scientist sample also: organization], federal state [only  
citizen sample], gender, age [citizen sample: additional demographics are  
routinely assessed]).

Mokken scale analysis of the climate change knowledge scale. To test the 
reliability of the true and false statements as indicators of climate change 
knowledge, we conducted a Mokken scale analysis. Responses were reverse coded 
for the false statements. Typical 1-0-0 scoring4 was used such that correct responses 
were scored as 1, and both incorrect and guessed responses (‘50% confidence, I was 
guessing’) were scored as 0. Counting guessed responses as incorrect was done in 
line with previous research4, and for the theoretical reason that guessed responses 
should not count as indicators of knowledge.

Mokken analysis can be used to construct unidimensional scales that 
rank participants with respect to the latent trait (in this case, climate change 
knowledge), as well as items with respect to their difficulty. As Mokken scales thus 
order not only items, but also respondents, it is subject to stricter assumptions 
than Cronbach’s alpha. Specifically, the Mokken model puts item characteristic 
curves to the strict assumptions of double monotonicity, which entails that the 
item characteristic curves should be monotonically non-decreasing—that is, the 
probability of a positive response should never decrease as the latent trait increases 
and assumes invariant item ordering—that is, the ordering of the items with 
respect to their difficulty should be identical for each participant. The scalability 
of each item and each scale is measured using Loevinger’s coefficient Hi and 
H, respectively. Cut-off values of H > 0.3 are usually assumed for an acceptable 
scale, H = 0.4–0.5 indicates a medium and H = 0.5–1 indicates a strong scale. 
Additionally, all individual items within a scale should be Hi > 0.3.

The Mokken scale analysis was conducted using the mokken package in R. 
The dimensionality of the scale was assessed. Results showed that the true and 
false statements constitute two separate subscales, with Loevinger scalability 
coefficients of H = 0.35 for the scale comprising the false statements, and H = 0.33 
for the scale comprising the true statements, suggesting that both subscales form 
unidimensional measures. Supplementary Table 1 shows the scalability coefficients 
Hi of all items. All scalability coefficients lie above the threshold of 0.3, suggesting 
that all respective items form unidimensional subscales. We additionally checked 
for the assumptions of monotonicity of each item, as well as the assumption of 
invariant item ordering. There were no significant violations for any item. In 
summary, the Mokken scale analysis demonstrates that both subscales possess 
sufficient scalability.

As typical 1-0-0 scoring in which guessed responses are coded as incorrect 
proved appropriate to measure climate change knowledge, we use it in analyses 
for which the overall accuracy of knowledge is the dependent variable. Results 
for which the accuracy of confidence is the dependent variable, or in which item-
wise alignment of accuracy and confidence are of interest, are based on number-
right scoring for which responses are coded solely based on their accuracy. This 
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approach allows us to both give the most reliable estimate of climate change 
knowledge, as well as a full estimate of how well confidence aligns with the actual 
accuracy of responses.

Accuracy of confidence indices. To measure calibration, we use the C-index, 
which captures how well confidence aligns with accuracy—at the item-level—by 
determining the squared difference between confidence and proportion correct for 
each confidence level (for example, 60% confidence), weighted by the number of 
judgements at each level: 1/NΣn(r − c)2 where n is the number of judgements for each 
level, N denotes the total number of statements, r is the numerical value of confidence 
and c is the proportion of correct answers on that level26. Optimal calibration is 0.

To measure bias, we use the OU-index, which assesses—for each confidence 
level—the difference between accuracy and confidence identical to the 
C-index, except that differences are not squared so that positive values denote 
overconfidence, and negative values denote underconfidence: 1/NΣn(r − c).

To measure sensitivity, we use Mratio, which defines sensitivity in a signal 
detection theory approach and which is considered the gold standard of all 
measures of metacognition27 as it allows researchers to factor out the influence of 
the primary task performance (climate change knowledge). In yes/no tasks such 
as typical climate change knowledge tests, knowledge sensitivity is confounded 
by the yes-saying bias of participants, their propensity to say ‘yes’ irrespective 
of content. The signal detection theory model can be applied to remove bias by 
measuring knowledge sensitivity as d′, the difference between the hit rate (‘yes’ 
responses to statements that were in fact true) and the false alarm rate (‘yes’ 
responses to statements that were false). A straightforward approach to transfer 
this to confidence sensitivity would be to compute the difference between the 
high confidence–correct rate and the high confidence–incorrect rate. However, 
it was shown that such confidence sensitivity is confounded by both confidence 
and knowledge response bias, and is furthermore confounded by primary task 
performance, that is, the climate change knowledge test28,29. It has therefore 
been proposed that confidence sensitivity is computed at the level of knowledge 
distributions by defining d′ as that level of confidence sensitivity that one would 
expect to occur given a persons’ knowledge sensitivity. The observed confidence 
sensitivity is then computed finding the d′ that maximizes the likelihood of the 
observed confidence data. Because d′ and confidence sensitivity have the unique 
advantage of being expressed in the same signal-to-noise ratio units, the two 
can be directly compared, and the relative confidence sensitivity (Mratio) can be 
determined as the level of confidence sensitivity given a certain level of knowledge 
sensitivity. Mratio can thus be used to assess the ability of individuals to discriminate 
between correct and incorrect verifications in their confidence, while controlling 
for their ability to discriminate true and false statements in their knowledge.

Computation of the relative confidence sensitivity. We computed the relative 
confidence sensitivity using the hierarchical Bayes procedure17 and code provided 
at https://github.com/smfleming/HMeta-d. In comparison to other estimation 
routines (for example, maximum likelihood estimations), the hierarchical 
Bayesian estimation approach has the advantage of (1) providing probability 
density functions instead of inevitably noisy point estimates of Mratio; (2) providing 
group-level fits that are less influenced by highly uncertain individual-level fits; 
and (3) enabling more accurate estimation of Mratio when confidence rating data/
participant numbers are limited.

One important exception is that hierarchical Bayesian Mratio tends to 
overestimate Mratio values when trial counts are <20 and d′ is high. Thus, true 
values of Mratio for climate change knowledge of scientists, and for science 
knowledge of citizens are probably lower by tendency. However, this approach still 
gives us the most suitable estimate for the most important variable of interest, Mratio 
for climate change knowledge of citizens.

Equal variance assumption of the signal detection theory model. A prerequisite 
to estimate Mratio is equal-variance Gaussian ‘target’ and ‘lure’ distributions. 
Testing this assumption can be done using a z-standardized receiver operating 
characteristics (zROC) curve, a two-dimensional graph in which the true-positive 
rate is plotted against the false-positive rate for varying confidence criteria. Equal-
variance Gaussian distributions imply a zROC that is linear with a slope of 1. 
Supplementary Figure 2 displays ROC and zROC curves for the three studies, 
climate change knowledge of citizens, science knowledge of citizens and climate 
change knowledge of scientists. The zROCs are consistent with linearity and 
approximately unite slope; only the data for the climate change knowledge of 
scientists shows a mild divergence from linearity.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study 
are available at https://osf.io/z53m7/.

Code availability
The analysis code (in R) that produces all results and plots of this study is available 
at https://osf.io/zdaqw/.
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